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SANIGUARD 
A BETTER WAY THAN THIS 
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The follow presentation contains 
information that is indicative in nature and 

does not represent a specific client 
solution and is shown only for illustrative 

purposes.  Final solutions are always 
customised to meet the clients specific 

requirements. 
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Supply Air Exhaust Air 

UV-C Sanitation  
ULPA Filter 

Supply Fan 

UV-C Sanitation  
ULPA Filter 

Exhaust Fan 

Negative Pressure 
Controller 

SANIGUARD 

Negative Pressure Enclosure 

>99.999% elimination of airborne & surface bound pathogens 

Shown without transparent “tent” fitted 

UV-C for Linen 
Sanitation  
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Access zips 

Removable clear plastic tent Velcro fastening 

Shown with transparent “tent” fitted 
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BENEFITS 
§  Physical barrier between infectious patient and hospital staff 

•  Durable, transparent, flexible plastic  

•  More effective than face masks, shield, glove & cover-alls 

•  Easily removed for cleaning and replacement 

§  Cleanroom style negative pressure air flow inside the “isolation tent” 

•  This ensures infectious air does not escape into the ward  

§  Patient receives a constant supply of air that is filtered through a U17 ULPA filter and UV-C disinfected 

§  Air is also constantly extracted from the “isolation tent” 

•  This ensures the patient does not re-breath their exhaled contaminated air 

•  Reducing reintroduction of aerosols that contain infectious pathogens help reduce the size of the 

active virus colony and thus helps the patient recover faster. 

•  The faster a patient recovers the lower patients overall health  

§  Extracted air is filtered through a U17 ULPA filter and UV-C disinfected air before release 

•   Filter efficiency is >99.999% and removes particles down to 0.1 microns 

§  Powder coated steel housing 

§  Simple to implement and operate 

§  Automated control with safety systems 

§  Smart, continuous, back-to-base performance monitoring 

•  Built-in preventative maintenance 

§  Dramatically cuts healthcare costs 

§  Return on investment in months   
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MORE INFO 

https://www.sanibot.com.au/ 

100%  Australian 
•  Owned 
•  Designed 
•  Built 
•  Supported 


